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simple. They're-y-they have to do with everyday life. It's a good thing.

% Well, Ve have some bad things too--Violations. Nqw we violate these
" . , • ' '.- ^ ~ - . i -

rules, there's no' penalty, no fine, no money involved.- But the white

man as soon as you break a law* you got have the. dollar. You got to

have the money. Money is the object of the whole universe. Now anymore,

therefore, I say we got so many'laws now you just might as well pay off

everytime you make \ mistake. You can't go fishing without a license*,

" You can't go hunting without a license. You can't get married without

a license, and you can't go with a girl unless you have some money. I

don't know, moneys is just coming and going. It's just getting to where

I don't like that. I don't like them ways. The-freedoms gone^ We have

no freedom anymore. Like the first time my grandpa told me about the

whjite peoples coming to thii. country, he predicted, he forsaw all what

I'm telling you what's going to happen—that's happening now. I set

here and see the oars going by. I see the airplanes; I see the jets

going over. I see the television. Going too fact. Too fast." There-

fore3 I say these laws--I guess you even got laws in the scattersphere,

up in the orbit, they got law. They probably have some collisions out

there too. And they probably gonna make laws there for that. There's

law everywhere. Even under the sea. -With them submarines. They have

laws.-* Certain Russian,got ,out of-line, and especially nov* in Jerusalej|h,

they have a little conflict about a pertain line over there.- Therefore,

I say these lwas are just' too much. Too many laws. We" violate them '

every minutes. Every second, there's one of them been violated. -An<jl

their political machine of their leaders5-- 't<
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